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by Stephanie Chambers

© 2013 Merri Mysteries Inc. “Merri Mysteries” was formerly known as
“Tailor Made Mysteries”. For further details on Merri Mysteries or to order
another mystery dinner party kit, see www.merrimysteries.com. See Copyright
details later in this guide for further details on the copyright requirements for
this kit.

Host’s guide
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You may like to have a copy of the suspect pages available at the
party in case some guests didn’t get time to read them before the
party.

It is easy to prepare and run a mystery party. We recommend that as
host you should also take a role and participate along with everyone
else. With our mysteries, not even the person who did it knows that
they did it. But with a little intelligence and a careful ear for important
clues, it is possible to solve the mystery.
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Print the kit. Cut each page in two using a guillotine/paper
trimmer or scissors. Don’t read the clues beforehand as it will
spoil your enjoyment of the party, and you may spoil everyone
else’s enjoyment by letting on that you know everything!
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The “Who Did It” pages are at the end with a warning
beforehand not to read the next section. Fold these unread, put
them in an envelope and open it at the end of your party to find
out who did it.
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Print a name tag for each guest. You can print them in color or
black and white or you may like to print them on thicker or
colored paper. Cut these up and have some small safety pins
handy.

Preparing for the party
1

Open the kit. The name of the kit shows the recommended
minimum number of guests and the maximum number of guests
that for which this kit caters.

2

Decide when you will be having the party, where and who will
play each role. You should read the description of each character
and try to select a role for each guest. Or you may like to give
your guests a choice of the roles not yet taken and let them
decide for themselves. It is better if people play roles that are as
different as possible from their normal lives.

3

We recommend that you tell your guests to: “Please dress up as
your character. Over dressing and going to extremes is highly
recommended.” We generally find that the more people put into
the event, the more fun it is.

4

Decide how you want to do the invitations. You can print out the
Word or Adobe Acrobat versions and handwrite the details, or
you can type in your party details before you print it out. There
are versions with four invitations per page or one invitation per
page. You can print them in color or black and white or you may
like to print them on colored paper.

5

The invitations refer your guests to read a web page to find out
more details about their character (ie their character’s
description and their dress suggestions). They should try and
read the descriptions of all of the suspects before they come to
the party. We sometimes hide clues in these. However, they
don’t need to read the descriptions of the optional characters.
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10 Create a clue page for each person playing an optional role.
Divide up the extra clues and staple them to their clue page. You
may like to print them an extra name tag each that you staple on
to the front of their clue page. If you don’t have many people
playing optional roles, divide the extra clues up amongst the
suspects also. All the clues should be given out. If there are far
too many clues for the number of guests you are having, then
you can ignore some of the sillier clues.
11 If you think some of your guests may not turn up you could cut
up the extra clues and have them in a bowl so people can help
themselves. You may like to save some clues to hand out in the
middle of the party when people may be tired of their original
clues.
12 Decorate the room just before the party (see Décor suggestions).
13 Prepare or arrange for food for the event (see Menu suggestions).
14 Decide whether you are going to have prizes for the party (see
Preparing prizes). This is optional, but recommended.
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Décor suggestions
These are suggestions you might like to follow to make your place look
like Hawaii:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use plastic or real floral leis to decorate with.
Use grass skirts and coconut shells as decorations.
Have some loose frangipanis on the table.
Have a surfboard or two in the room (real or cardboard).
Make a fake volcano.
Play Hawaiian music.

Preparing prizes (optional)
This is optional, but you may like to have some prizes available to
give to the people:
• who guess who did it
• with the best costume.

Menu suggestions
There are a number of Hawaiian recipes and they reflect the number of
different cultures that live in Hawaii. If you want to go all out, you
could have a traditional Lu'au with a Kalua (roasted) pig in the coals.
Or a crock-pot pig or baked pig. Or do Moloa (lazy) Spare-ribs. Or
you could barbeque a whole salmon.
You could serve baked or steam sweet potato as they are a traditional
Hawaiian dish. And you can also serve Kim Chee (a cabbage dish).
For dessert, you might have coconut cake or pineapple pie or
macadamia nut cream pie or banana pie. Or Haupia Cake. Or a fruit
salad of pineapple, papaya and banana. You could also serve Haupia
(coconut pudding) with that.
You may like to serve coconut drinks (either made from fresh coconut
milk or from canned coconut drinks).
Search for recipes on the Internet (eg search for “Hawaiian recipes” on
www.google.com).

If you would prefer, you can serve a sit down dinner or have the food
in a buffet / smorgasbord arrangement.
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If you are holding the party as a sit down dinner, don’t assign fixed
seating arrangements. Allow people to sit near the people that their
clue(s) indicates they have to speak with. Also allow people to mingle
a bit before and after dinner so they can chat with more people and
find out more. Some of the suspects may also like to move around a
little to other tables between courses.
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You can reduce the number of people you have to give a prize to by
asking for details as to who, how and why the person did it.
If you do have prizes, you should let people know they exist just after
you read out “The Rules”.
Tip: Don’t assume that only one person will guess who did it. It is
best to have a prize you can divide up (eg a box of chocolates or a bag
or box of Turkish Delights). If no one guesses correctly, divide the
prize up amongst everyone.
If you have a color printer and some T-shirt transfers, you may like to
download and print out some of our special T-shirt logos (ie “I
Guessed Who Did It” and “I Had The Best Costume”). See
http://www.merrimysteries.com/tmm/prizes.htm for details. These
are free to download.

Running the party
We suggest that you run the party as follows:
1

Have everyone’s clue pages on a table near the entrance so
people can collect their page and their name tag as they arrive.
Or hand them to them as they arrive.

2

When everyone has arrived, read The Rules to everyone.
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3

Have each suspect introduce themselves to the group by saying
their character’s name and a few words about themselves from
their description.

4

Check that everyone has read the “The Suspects” pages. If they
haven’t, give them a few minutes to read them quickly. There
may be important clues in “The Suspects” pages.

5

Ask the guests to meet and mingle and find out information.
Make sure everyone tells the people they meet about their clues
and that everyone participates. You may like to encourage
people who are shy by asking them a question or two. Once
people find out things they think may be important, they can also
pass that on to the people they meet.

6

Serve your First Course (if you are serving various courses,
otherwise, just make the food available and let people know they
can eat it during the party).

7

Have the investigator (or someone else) read the investigator's
report (see Special Item A) and then let people mingle some
more and serve some more food.

8

Serve hot drinks and after dinner mints (if applicable).

9

Ask each person to think about who did it and why and how they
did it. Ask them to write down their final choice. When they are
ready, go around the group and ask everyone who they think did
it and why and how they did it.

Merri Mysteries Inc. agrees to grant a license to you to save the files
to your hard disk and print out and use or perform our kits, according
to the terms and conditions described in the online order form on our
website. If you wish to use our kits on a commercial basis (eg as a
venue for mystery party events or as an event organizer or an actor or
theater group), you must indicate this when you order and pay double
the cost of the kit. This gives you the right to use the kit more than
once.

10 After everyone has had a guess, take the Who Did It pages out of
their sealed envelope and read as specified.
11 Present the prizes (if you are providing these). If more than one
person guesses correctly, give the prize to the person who has
the most correct answers as to how and why the person did it.
You may like to also give a prize for the person who has the best
(or most creative) costume.

Copyright details
© 2013 Merri Mysteries Inc. “Merri Mysteries” was formerly known
as “Tailor Made Mysteries”. For further details on Merri Mysteries
or to order another mystery dinner party kit, see
www.merrimysteries.com
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The Rules
These are to be read out by the host to the whole group at the
beginning of the party:
Welcome to “Hawaiian Lunacy”!
Hawaii Island (nicknamed “The Big Island”) – is the island with an
active volcano called “Kilauea”. A number of people live there. They
claim it is safe because volcano emits lava and ash in the other
direction. It is also the home of Pele – the “Goddess of Fire” or
“Goddess Of The Volcano” as she is known. The rainfall on the island
is extremely high and there are lots of lava tubes, butterflies and
rainbows.

There is no need to hurry through this and you can adlib a little if you
want. You do not have to read each clue exactly as it is written –
embellish it if you want as long as you don't change the meaning. You
might like to speak in slang or with an accent. For example, if you are
playing a snob, you might speak as if you have a plum in your mouth.
If your character is distressed, you could reveal your clues in between
sobs. Act it out to the fullest. This is your chance to be dramatic!
At the end of the party you will be asked to guess who performed the
crime and how and why they did it. If you work out who did it before
the party ends please keep it to yourself. Optional: There is a prize for
the people who guess who did it. There is also a prize for the person
with the best costume.

Before the Polynesians came to Hawaii, it was inhabited by little
people known as Menehune [pronounced meh-neh-HOO-neh]. Some
say they were the size of dwarfs, others say they could fit into the
palm of your hand. They had various powers such as invisibility.
Some say they still exist and that Molowa was the last remaining
Menehune on the Big Island. He originally came from Maui but he
had been on the island for a number of years. Recently, however, he
had been causing so much mischief that people were starting to
complain.
Today it was discovered that he has mysteriously disappeared. Perhaps
he has moved to another island or back to Maui. Your task is to work
out who rid the island of Molowa.
You have all been asked to remain here for questioning. You must tell
as many people as you can what you know. If you find out interesting
new information, you can also pass that on to the people you meet. We
must all work together to help determine who was responsible. And
you must do whatever you have been instructed to do. Don’t panic if
you don’t get to talk to everyone. You will hear and see enough to
help you work out who did it. You may want to jot down some notes
on your clue page. When we do have some facts or evidence, we will
read these to you.
(see next page)
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